For terminology on Boolean algebras see [2] , [3] . In particular, a set X generates a complete Boolean algebra (B if JÇ (B, but for each proper complete subalgebra (B' of (B, we have X%(8>'.
Our proof, which is much simpler than those of Gaifman and Hales, is inspired by some recent work of Paul Cohen [l] . The connection between forcing and Boolean algebras will be elucidated in [S]. However, our proof will be independent of [l] and [5] . I am grateful to Dana Scott for helpful conversations concerning these proofs.
2. The example. Let N T be an infinite cardinal. We identify N T with the set of ordinals of cardinality less than N T ; we give fc$ r the discrete topology. Let X be the product space fc$*?° endowed with the product topology. Thus an element f EX is a map from fc$ 0 into N T . Let U(n,f) be
The sets U{n, ƒ) for n <co form a neighborhood basis of ƒ. Let (B be the algebra of regular open sets of X. (An open set U is regular if £/=int(cl U): Here int E is the interior of E and cl E is the closure of E. In particular, an open closed set is regular.) According to [4] , (B is complete. Moreover, the Boolean operations A, V, C (infinite sup, infinite inf, and complement) are given by the following formulas :
Using (2) and (3), one sees that (B is generated by the family {A n y. n<oe, 77<N T }, where
Moreover, if rj <rj f <ft T , then the sets A 0t1i and A 0tV ' are distinct. Thus the cardinality of (B is at least \& T . By (2), (5) {f\f ( In view of (2), it suffices to show
The direction -> of (7) is clear. Suppose now that g(n) >rj, and U(N, g)QC\ m eo> C m . We shall get a contradiction. This will complete the proof of (7) and with that Lemma 1.
We may suppose that N^n. Let h: ^o->\A T be defined as follows. 
